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57 Broadcast aside
Baxter is breaking new ground.

4 News
Sales, contracts, appointments and biz bites.

58 Headroom
Natural listening ...or not.

14 Products
New introductions and announcements.

Craft

12 City Studios
Destination Cyprus for a new complex that trades on its dubbing post business but has a music recording studio aswell.

36 Mike Bennett
A producer who is comfortable across genres and appreciates the importance and methods of glam rock.

40 Digital system essentials
We look at the new breed of audio interface that are based on data networking technology.

42 Nobel Peace Prize
Broadcast and recorded by NRK and delivered to more than 150 countries and 500m viewers worldwide.

32 Phil Harding
From the PWL SAW engine room to his career beyond, Harding shares his insights.

45 Ten
Portable media players.

46 Sweet spot
Third-octave equalisation as part of the acoustic ‘trim’ process is still used extensively in cinema. We ask why?

Business

48 That decade in reprise
It may have been noughtly but maybe it wasn’t all bad; we review the music biz decade.

56 Your business
A ‘name’ association may sell product but the benefit to that name is not just money.
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51 Radio frequency crisis update
Barry Fox taps into the Save Our Sound campaign and examines the facts.

54 Slaying Dragons
Does the ubiquity of radio transmitters bode well for the quality of sound?
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27 Sonnox Restore

22 Audient Zen

28 JoeCo BBR1 BlackBox Recorder

24 AnaMod AM670

30 ME Geithain RL944K

26 Josephson C715
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